1. The Aether Series from HAUTE DÉCO emulates the inner section of a series of distorted cubes in a style reminiscent of Giacometti’s Cubist composition. It is available in a variety of finishes, including natural bronze, which will patinate slowly over time.

2. At KBIS 2018, TOP KNOBS will introduce the Torbay Series of cabinet pulls, which has a classic shape with fluid curves at the base. It is available in eight finishes, including ash gray and honey bronze, with an MSRP of $10.00 to $40.00 per piece.

3. HARDWARE RESOURCES: Hadly Line comes in four metallic finishes and will debut at KBIS 2016. The door and drawer pulls have strong curvilinear handles with tapered feet to create a modern piece of hardware with an easy grip.

4. HAMILTON SINKLER’s hammered Metropolitan Cabinet Knob is made with solid brass. Standard finishes include antique brass, brushed nickel, oil-rubbed bronze, polished chrome, polished nickel, satin brass and polished brass unlacquered.

5. The new City Lights Collection from SCHaub & CO. features crystal in a subtle and ergonomic flat disc for a contemporary look. The collection is available in bases such as oil-rubbed bronze, satin or polished nickel, polished chrome or satin brass.

6. TOPEX DESIGN introduces the new Matte Brass finish to give designers the option to create both a unique and elegant style. It is available exclusively in the Italian Designs Collection.

7. The new Choice Line from CLIFFSIDE INDUSTRIES ranges from the craftsman-style Artisan Suite to the decoratively ornate Oceano (shown here). Each collection is coordinated with multiple styles and sizes of hardware in a variety of finishes to unify a single look throughout a space.

8. The Reveal Series from NEST STUDIO draws its inspiration from clean-lined machinery and traditional bamboo styling. Manufactured in solid brass, Reveal comes in three standard finishes: polished nickel, satin brass and antique copper.

9. The FireSky Collection from Vesta Fine Hardware blends exotic earth elements with metal. The collection features natural stones, such as Mojave lapis, iron tiger-eye, Mojave calcite and Carrera, and offers 83 pieces in four hand-polished finishes.